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God’s brain said coldly: “Really, I’m advising you! Get rid of the relationship with Hydra soon! Otherwise, 

it will be a disaster!” 

 

Now the brain of God is very certain-Levi Garrison is super powerful. 

 

He now felt that Levi Garrison was the one who rescued them in that huge vortex in Antarctica! 

 

A person who can survive at the super-spiritual burst point. 

 

Can be worse than the gods? 

 

impossible! 

 

Absolutely much stronger than the gods! 

 

He believed that Levi Garrison had come to an unimaginable realm! 

 

No matter how many gods there are! 

It can be seen from the strongest poison in Levilia, but he was abruptly restrained. 

 

The brain of God continued: “Or, you take the initiative to hand over the Hydra to Mr. Ye! Instead, Mr. 

Ye can owe you a favor. This is the best situation for the entire war bear country! Listen to me, quasi-no. 

wrong!” 

 



“Hahaha……” 

 

laughing out loud! 

 

Everyone present is laughing! 

 

What the brain of God tells is a joke! 

 

The most powerful force in the world, with countless gods in hand, has the most powerful people in the 

world! 

 

The recognized first overlord! 

 

Take the initiative to hand over the Hydra? 

 

Want to take the initiative to kneel and lick Levi Garrison? 

 

Levi Garrison is a fart! 

 

It’s not a god at all! 

 

There is no benefit in the rejuvenation of Reiki! 

 

wrong! 

 

What if Levi Garrison is a god? 



 

There are thousands of rumors about the War of the Bear Kingdom, but in fact there are more than 

10,000. 

 

Would you care about a god? 

 

Will go to please Levi Garrison? 

 

Hand over the Hydra? 

 

crazy? ? ? 

 

Is this God’s brain stupid? 

 

Sick in your head? 

 

Will you say this? 

 

Can a single Levi Garrison threaten the future of the Zhanxiong Nation? 

 

how is this possible? 

 

If you don’t clarify the relationship between Xiong Country and Hydra, what will happen to you? 

 

Will Levi Garrison come to settle accounts? ? ? 

 



Who does not know Levi Garrison’s strength? 

 

In the previous battle against the Lab of the Gods, Levi Garrison was a military division. 

 

How could it be possible to let the war bear country of tens of thousands of gods bow their heads? 

 

Can’t even think about it to threaten the War Bear Nation? 

 

so. 

 

Everyone is laughing crazy! 

 

It seems to have heard the biggest joke in the world! 

 

“Hahaha……” 

 

There was a wild laugh not far away. 

 

Next second. 

 

The Titan God of War came to the court. 

 

“It’s ridiculous! It’s ridiculous!” 

 

“We still have to look at Levi Garrison’s face to send people out?” 



 

The Titan War God sneered. 

 

He looked directly at the brain of God and said: “Since the moment Hydra took refuge in the War Bear 

Kingdom, they have been a member of the War Bear Kingdom!” 

 

“Whoever dares to move them is provoking the entire War Bear Nation! He is provoking all the gods 

standing behind them!” 

 

“To put it bluntly, the thousands of gods of the entire War Bear Nation stand behind them and support 

them! Whoever moves them, step on the thousands of gods of the War Bear Nation first!” 

 

The words were so shocking that they spread thousands of miles away. 

 

It is tantamount to announcing to the world-Hydra is a war bear country, no one can move! ! ! 

 

Who moved and died! 

 

After hearing this, Hydra became more arrogant. 

 

They are willing to wait for any enemy to come. 


